Wedding outlook – sunny with a chance of tears
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xpect the best and accept
what comes along, has been
a guiding mantra of mine
for a long time, and nowhere is this
more evidently the right attitude
than a wedding.
The high expectations began
over a year ago when Lexi and
Andrew announced their plans to
marry, and then together with Andrew’s parents the group of us settled on Sherwood Inn as the venue.
Sherwood is a spectacular setting,
and we planned an event to match.
This was our third wedding –
daughter number three. Both previous weddings were perfect. You
can see where I’m headed – Lexi
hoped it would be her turn for the
fairytale.
So, we got busy. Very busy.
And after being involved in the
marriage of three girls, here’s what
I can tell you about weddings from
the perspective of the Father of the
Bride:

increases as you approach the
wedding. It’s roughly 10% about a
year out and by the time you are a
month away it’s 100%. Don’t try to
talk about other things a few weeks
before the wedding. If the Leafs
win the Stanley Cup inside that

spite appearances, she’s having fun.
5. The Bride’s dress will take many
months to pick out, manufacture,
alter, alter again, and alter once
more, and it will cost, well, a lot.
The Bride will wear it for 12 hours,

3.The percentage of daily conversation dedicated to the wedding

the wedding and jazz up the outfit
with a cool tie or some colourful
socks. Then, he will wear this suit
to every wedding he attends for the
next 5 years. Don’t think about
that. Life’s not fair. And no-one
will remember what he was wearing.
7. Your daughter is going to look
beautiful and you get the incredible honour of walking her down
the aisle. Then you are asked to
“give her away.” Best to go along.

1. Long before you think anything
should be done, things start happening. Lots of things. Many of
which you are involved with, like it
or not. Pretend to like it.
2. For at least a year prior to the
wedding, one or more rooms in
your house become dedicated to
wedding stuff. Lots of stuff. Some
of it doesn’t seem to be part of a
wedding – it is. Leave it alone.
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window of time, wait until after the
wedding to celebrate.
4. The bride (your daughter) will
worry about her mom’s (your
wife’s) state of mental health. She
will say things like “This is a lot of
pressure for Mom,” and “Is she going to snap?” It is. She won’t. De-

maybe 13, and never wear it again.
Don’t think about that. It’s going to
look fabulous in the pictures. And,
it will put a smile on the bride and
her mom. (And most everyone
else).
6. The groom will likely buy a new
suit off the rack a few weeks before

We had been watching the
weather forecast for months and
for a long time we had to consider the possibility that a storm
would pass through on wedding
day. Instead, it hit us on Friday –
dampening a little of the fun we
had planned for that day, but not
much. Wedding day was cool (the
girls will say cold, the boys will say
perfect), but the sun shone gloriously from sunrise to sunset.
And so, as the day moved
along, all of the planning that
had gone on for months unfolded. All of the details of the venue were put into place. And as
the minutes ticked by everything
happened as if it were designed to
take place at that exact moment.
One of the advantages of being
an avid photographer (yes, I was
snapping photos during the ceremony - on a small point and shoot
camera), is that I get to relive those
moments over and over as I examine each photograph and choose
those that I will put into a slideshow to tell the story. During the
wedding, time moved quickly. But
photographs allow you to stop the
clock for as long as it takes to drink
Continued on page 2
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in the beauty and the emotion of
each split second.
And one thing struck me as
I scrolled through the more than
5,000 photos I took during the
week of the wedding: Lexi is smiling in every one.
There are many reasons why I
am proud of our youngest daughter, Lexi. But one of them is how
she has always lived her life by the
adage that started this story. She
had high expectations, I know. We
all did. But when the day came,
she let go of those expectations.
She didn’t ask about the weather.
She didn’t worry about her dress
getting dirty as the photographer
dragged the wedding party around
the property hours before the
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Brittany?
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ceremony. She didn’t fuss with
the details, or ask for last minute
changes. She smiled, and enjoyed
the fact that this was her wedding.
Which brings me to point
number eight on my list of things
I have learned as a Father of the
Bride. Weddings are emotional.
The love you have for your daughter is put on a burner and brought
to a boil on the day of the wedding.
It will bubble over. And you are
going to cry - during the ceremony, during the speeches (especially your own), and for days afterwards as you relive the experience
through photographs. Buy some
tissue.
Bill Bell
billbell@bellfinancial.ca
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eptember is a word that
carries with it the crisp
smell of cold air, the
crunchy sound of leaves beneath
boots, and the smooth feeling of
fresh and orderly school supplies.
If you’re like me you went to
kindergarten at age four or five
and continued post-secondary
education well into your twenties.
Which meant that September was
also synonymous with fresh haircuts, planning first day outfits, and
worrying about how social dynamics had changed over the summer.
Although those days are now
almost a decade behind me, this
year I had first-day-of-school jitters starting in January. I dreaded
September because it meant I had
to send my tiny four-year-old to
Junior Kindergarten.
He wasn’t unprepared at all.
He was in an excellent daycare
where he learned how to line-up,
use the bathroom, zip his coat, and
most importantly listen. Before his
September start date we practiced

writing letters, opening lunch containers, and we visited the school.
Despite his readiness to take
on this new phase I lost sleep over
things as trivial as backpack sizes.
I found myself more than once
wide-awake at 2 AM reading articles about bullying. I also had terrifying nightmares about making
school lunches. It seems so silly as

he meets his best friend, where
he fosters a passion for learning
and maybe one day decides on
a career-path. But somehow the
thought of him in his too-big backpack and Velcro shoes made me
tear up.
I’m happy to report the first
week went by without incident. His
little brother and I cried more than

I write this now because I know he
has to go to school just like he has
to grow up. I participated in backto-school for twenty years and now
it’s his turn. School will be where

he did. He didn’t say he LOVED
school but he didn’t protest to going back. He described his teacher
as nice and the experience as fun.
His positivity helped me re-

Good Girl Soup
This soup is the perfect way to
get back on track with healthy
eating after the holidays.
INGREDIENTS
• 2 tablespoons of extra virgin
olive oil
• 1 large onion, diced
• 1 large carrot, diced
• 1 large stalk of celery, diced
• 1 medium sweet potato, diced
• 1 large potato, diced
• 2 cups of chopped cauliflower
• 2 cups of broccoli chopped
• 8 cups of vegetable broth
• 1 tin of tomato paste
• ½ teaspoon of red pepper
flakes
• 1 can of bean medley
• 1 teaspoon of kosher salt and
freshly ground pepper

alize that I wasn’t afraid he wasn’t
ready but rather I was sad to say
goodbye to all those little moments
of his toddlerhood that now seem
firmly in the past. Starting school
felt like the start of a new chapter
in his life and even though it’s been
a while since I rocked him to sleep
or he adorably mispronounced a
word, it made those things seem
like shadows in our past.
Saying goodbye to each phase
of your child’s development is sad
and now I have September to roll
around every year and remind me
just how much he’s grown. I happily resolve to see all of the paths
ahead of him and accept the way
our bond will change as he grows
up.
My limited experience being
a mom has taught me that kids
always surprise you with their immeasurable ability to adapt and
their need to grow. My role, therefore, is to not hold him back, but
instead to build him up so he can,
to quote Henry David Thoreau, “go
confidently in the direction of (his)
dreams”.
Leah Earle
Leah.Earle@manulifesecurities.ca

Gluten Free & Vegetarian

1 Heat the olive oil in a large
pot over medium-high
heat. Add the onions and
cook until translucent
about 4 minutes.

2 Add the carrots, celery

sweet and white potatoes
and cook until they begin
to soften, about 5 minutes.

3 Stir in broccoli and cauliflower.

4 Add salt & pepper and red
pepper flakes. Cook for 2
minutes.

5 Add the vegetable broth
and tomato paste to the
pot and bring to a boil.

6 Reduce heat to medi-

um-low and simmer for 10
minutes.

7 Stir in the beans and cook
until the vegetables are
tender.

8 Garnish with grated Parmesan cheese.

Optional Add-ins:
• Replace the vegetable broth with 4 cups of
chicken broth & 4 cups of beef broth.
• Add 1 cup of shell or elbow pasta
• Add 3 cups of fresh kale (to boiling broth)
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he seeds of an idea,
formed in the spring,
quickly
germinated
and took root over the summer.
Labour Day had now come and
gone, and the accompanying drop
in temperature signaled that it was
time to expand the flower bed in
the front yard. I dropped by our
local nursery to pick up the perennials I had selected. In my mind’s
eye, the extension to the bed I had
created a couple of years earlier
had already been cut out and filled
with the rich, composted soil I had
ordered on-line; the new plants
had been arranged and re-arranged until they looked just right.
Now all that was left to do was to
convert my plans into action. And
then it all went to crap.
Days before the gardening
project was to begin, my son, who
lived in the basement of our home,
noticed a gurgling sound coming
from one of the drains in the floor.
We removed the drain cover and
became mildly alarmed as the water bubbled and rose until it crested the lip of the drain. Fortunately,

the water (and our panic) receded
soon afterwards and we returned
upstairs, crisis averted. However, an hour later the water in the
basement toilet overflowed and we
knew we were in trouble.
An urgent call went out and
that evening the Roto-Rooter guy
showed up. He scoped the drain,

backing up. The repair, completed
days later, was successful, but not
before several more unpleasant incidents that were heroically dealt
with by my son and his girlfriend.
All was well again inside our
home, but outside was another
story. The broken pipe lay eight
feet below the flower bed in the

snaking a camera through the waterlogged drain and outside the
house. Within minutes he had
pinpointed the problem: an old
clay pipe that took the waste water
away from our home had broken,
and the water (and everything that
came with it) was slowly but surely

front yard, and the workers had
to remove a young but flourishing
Magnolia and several perennials to
reach the pipe. The tree, located at
the centre of the garden, could not
be saved. The workers did their
best to replant the uprooted perennials, but the men were clearly out

of their element and a complete
restoration was needed.
Susie and I were dismayed by
the destruction of our front garden, just days before Phase 2 was
to begin. But nature is regenerative and restorative, always offering
something new from something
lost. An amended plan quickly began to take shape: in place of the
Magnolia, a rose garden would be
planted. The perennial bed would
be repaired and expanded, encircling the roses. It would look far
different than the garden imagined
in the spring, but it would be no
less pleasing.
Ten days after our plumbing
misadventure, I pulled out my
tools and got to work. It all came
together over two days. The result
was a bit scrawny and sad, sorely
in need of patience, love and a fair
measure of fertilizer. But experience in the garden has taught us
that these ingredients will unfailingly produce a bounty of growth
and blooms next year, and for years
to come. Unforeseen events can be
disruptive and upsetting; they can
also offer the chance for something
unexpectedly wonderful to grow in
their place.
David Frank
dfrank@bellfinancial.ca

Great Minds, Great Thoughts
“Whatzzzzup”
“This is true love... you
think that happens
everyday?”
The Princess Bride

“Life starts all over again
when it gets crisp in the fall.”

“If one advances confidently
in the direction of his dreams,
and endeavours to live the life
which he has imagined, he will
meet with a success unexpected
in common hours.”

F. Scott Fitzgerald

Henry David Thoreau

Scary Movie

“Love itself is what is left
over when being in love
has burned away, and
this is both an art and a
fortunate accident.”
Corelli’s Mandolin
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